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at conciliation by greater autonomy to Alsace-Lorraine.30
When M. Crozier, the French Ambassador at Vienna, sought
to establish better relations between Austria and Russia
and France, and the listing of Austrian securities on the
Paris Bourse, M. Poincare thwarted his efforts; then he
recalled him and replaced him by M. Dumaine, a less capa-
ble man, but a more docile instrument of his own policies.
And in his memoirs he seeks to discredit M. Crozier by
heaping ridicule upon his "Olympian thoughts/' "vague
suggestions which he mistook for ideas," and "cloudy va-
porings." 31 According to Izvolski, M. Poincare claimed
also to have prevented the success of the Haldane Mission
and the Anglo-German negotiations for a naval understand-
ing.32 During the Balkan Wars he never wanted Sazonov
to enter upon any separate negotiations without first con-
certing a policy with the two other members of the Triple
Entente.
M. Poincare's contemporary telegrams and his later
memoirs continually reiterate the desire to have the Triple
Entente always concert together their line of action before
any oiie of them approached Germany or Austria.33 So
now, in the more serious crisis of July, 1914, quite in keeping
. with his whole policy since he became Minister of Foreign
Affairs in January, 1912, he thought "a conversation a deux
between Austria and Russia would be very dangerous."
After Poincare's decisive disapproval of "direct conver-
sations" it is doubtful whether Buchanan even mentioned
the idea to Sazonov, since his telegram to Grey, quoted,
above, does not speak of it, but continues:
30 Of. Bourgeois et Pages, p. 343f.; Poincare, I, 125 ff, 138ft; and the
retraction which he was forced to make in the Rev. des Dewc Mondes,
Feb. 15, 1926, p. 885 8.
81 C/. Poincare, I, 238-274; Ph. Crozier, "L'Autriche et 1'avant-
guerre" in La Revue de France, April 1 to June 1, 1921.
 32	Izvolski to Sazonov, Dec. 5, 1912; M.F.R., p. 309; L.N., I, 365;
Stieve, II, 377; cf. also Poincare, I, 165 ft
 33	See above, Vol. I, chs. IV, V, passim.

